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About This Content

A 5E Compatible Adventure for 4-6 PCs of Levels 2-3.

The Loi’Tok burial mound of the Vikmordere was abandoned long ago. The party is hired by the mayor of the local town to
locate some soldiers who went missing after entering Loi’Tok. Strangely enough no sign of the soldiers can be found within the

burial site aside from a few scattered weapons and pools of blood. Before the party has time to investigate, Vikmordere
barbarians show up searching for a group of their own missing kinsmen.

Will the two groups blame each other or join forces to solve the mystery surrounding the recent disappearances?

Also included in "Champion's Rest":

Maps by 3x ENnie Award winning Cartographer Todd Gamble

Maps included: Rybalkan Peninsula, Hunter's Cabin in Dark Wood, and Loi'Tok Burial Mound including additional
artist sketches of the interior rooms.

New NPC: Cual Beartooth the hunter of Dark Wood and only human resident able to survive in the devil infested forest

New Puzzle: Sarcophagi Puzzle where PCs must match birthstones to the proper sarcophigus or face the wrath of the
dead
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New Puzzle: Altar Puzzle where PCs must discern a specific pattern to proceed or find themselves in a very sticky
situation

New Magical Item: the mysterious Sacred Necklace

New Monster: Poisonous Firefly Swarm

New Monster: Shadow Stealth Skeleton

New Monster: Kra'Tah

 

Requires: A Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license and the included 5E.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - 5E: Champion's Rest
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: Additional Notes = Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to
your game.

English
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It's an okay game not the best but pretty funny to play for a little bit! here is my gameplay 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6R-XFJAoiM0&t=24s. Buggy and unfinished. Never been updated. Loved the backstory
of the game and it's actually fun to use do ye old maths again :D I hope it earns some noms. It is such a shame that there isn't
REAL-TIME access to the Telemetry DATA..

It would have made it so much more usable for those who are into DIY building projects for 3d Motorbike Motion Simulators.

The telemetry DATA set is EXCATLY what is need to make such a Physical 3d Motion Simulator act much like the REAL
LIFE MotoGP bikes \/ riders..

The people behind the SRT software CLAIM that is is ONLY possible to get access to the Telemetry DATA AFTER the game
HAS RUN, as a DATA set, and it is NOT possible to get REAL-TIME access..

BUT I know for a FACT that it IS possible to get the Telemetry DATA in REAL-Time..

Several apps \/ programs do show the Telemetry DATA that is Broadcasted in UDP in REAL-TIME from MotoGP18.

Fx. the Android app 'SimDashboard' clearly shows a lot of Telemetry DATA from MotoGP in REAL-TIME... It seems to be a
good craps simulation but with zero guidance if you don't know the game ... which I do not. I was hoping this game could teach
me but I know less now then when I started.. A cute game where you play as a curious Lovecraftian creature who either drowns
people or gives them balloons :3. I have one word about this game: HARD.
At first I thought this game was a little boring at the beginning, because whenever I found a mate another male ruins it or my
character gets killed.
But I soon learned how to play it easily, and its fun now. I never beat the full game, but its still kinda fun.
I got it during the winter sale so I didn't pay the full price, but the devs derserve the money of the full price....
. HAHA NO JUST NO
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Card Dungeon is a virtual board game in which the player navigates a series of dungeons killing monsters and collecting
treasures.

Good points:
+ Nice, neat graphical style with varied dungeon graphics.
+ Smooth and (at least on my play-through) bug-free.
+ Music is simple, but fun and non-intrusive.
+ Cheap (particularly if you pick it up in a Sale)

Bad points
- Way too easy (completed everything and collected enough gems to unlock everything on my first proper game).
- Totally linear and lacking any secrets or similar (at least that I found)
- Becomes a bit repetitive.
- No replay value.

Overall I would (just about) recommend it, if you are looking for a cheap and simple game to waste a few hours without taxing
your brain. Not likely to present much of a challenge to adult players however and you'll be unlikely to touch it again once you
have played it through.

. Wow, so I'm 90+ hours into this game, and I guess after this much time, I should give it a thumbs up. But there are still a lot of
issues with this game. It's certainly not worth full price. Here's hoping future editions clean up all the bugs?
-------------------------------------------------------------------
The Good
-------------------------------------------------------------------
It's a pretty good hockey simulation. You get the chance to be the GM and Manager of a Pro Hockey team, and the player
ratings seem to be mostly up-to-date. And you can modify the ratings if you don't agree, or if a player ends up developing into a
Superstar and you want to mirror that.

It's basically OOTP but Hockey.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
The Bad
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Apparently, from reading other reviews, if you try to do a lot of custom stuff, the game gets unstable fast. For me, I have only
encountered one game breaking (So awful that you have to quit and start over from Square 1) bug. And that was when my Free
Agent Money Available went negative. From what I've read so far, this was a bug from earlier years, so looks like it's still not
fixed?

There are lots of weird little bugs in the game, too. None of them game breaking. Stuff like when you're actually playing a
game, the Powerplay clock goes nuts, and keeps flashing the last 10 seconds over and over again. Or the game will announce
someone got injured in the game, but they keep on playing.

Other things wrong in the game are just design choices and lack of flexibilty in the model. Why can't I change financial rules
only on July 1? Why do top FA's sign so quickly to other teams? The UI for choosing Strategies and Roles for your Players is set
up such that they keep defaulting to bad choices.

Like OOTP a lot of things aren't explained anywhere. Like I still have no idea if there's a difference between having one
Assistant Coach or 20. I still haven't found an easy way to tell my AI assistant to scout all the hockey leagues in the world, so
despite having 30+ scouts who aren't even busy all of the time, I'll still end up with many top rated players not getting scouted.
The UI should offer to do this automatically, IMHO.

TLDR Version: There's lots of stuff that should be automated and lots of things you never get told about or can look at easily.

So, yes, I don't recommend FHM4. Not at full price. Wait til FHM5 and see if there's less complaints about bugs, etc.. This
game is so good.
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+top-down stealth game with gadgets (like Volume)
+it's a heist game that feels like 60's-70's heist films
+3 playable characters with different playstyles
+solid aesthetics and art style
+great jazz soundtrack

-can't get soundtrack

9/10 go clean art galleries better than a custodial staff

Should have been in RPS' best stealth games list.. ReThink takes ideas from Talos Principle and Portal and makes a fantastic
puzzle game of cubes and lasers. Rooms have to be solved, cubes have to be moved, lasers have to be bounced and combined.
What makes it as great as the other games I mentioned is the building process. You get to BUILD a solution with the pieces
available, thinking outside and inside of a big box. Pieces are placed wherever YOU want them to go, and there can be many
solutions to some puzzles.

Graphics are quite good, but the environment doesn't really change during the game. If you're focused on solving puzzles, no
problem. If you want some story and progress, not much of that here.

I'm disappointed that this fell through marketing cracks, and I only heard of it from someone's list of great puzzle games. Even
Steam never threw me a recommend, and I have pretty much every 'move the cube' game. If you've come looking for something
to wrap your mind around, spending somewhere between 5 and 20 minutes per room, ReThink will do the trick.. There is a
review with 0.2h on the game...guess he didn't pass the tutorial :-D

The game is very "simple" and can be played with mouse alone.
Code is contextual and only propositions that are valid are show.

The devs probably don't know it, but it's called projectional code editing.
If you google that term, you will see an article of Martin Fowler about it.

So, if you want to bable-tech, you can say:
"I played a game using projectional code editing to modify the snake abstract syntax tree"

A bit buggy, but EA game.. The game is super cool at first but gets boring fast. Much of the game reminds me of a mobile
clicker game that you would play on your phone. I would love to see more simulation features added in the future. For example,
it would be great to expand on what you can do with other companies. As well as do more with the servers. Maybe allow users to
own more than one building at a time so you can have separate offices like a HQ then regional offices. Also during my short
gameplay I have found bugs with the managers not producing what is needed and just letting my workers go idle.

Other things that would be beneficial is refineing the UI a bit as it took time to find where everything is and is difficult to get
some important information. A game that is old that I think you can lean from is SuperPowers 2 or Democracy 3. Sorry if this is
a ton of feadback when I know its a supposed to be a review.

TLDR; I recommend the game its cool but it gets boring quickly.. A lot of puzzles are there and so it is enough to play several
hours without any guide. The story of the game is somehow scary but impressive to me. Basically, for each chapters, you would
solve some puzzles and pass a level and doing again. By vonsidering the length, story, puzzles, I recommend this.. A 2017 game,
CPU intensive, USES ONLY ONE CPU THREAD!! SO SLLLOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

Not much has really changed since FHM2, FMH3. It still poor at showing data. You would think people who create data sims
would at least display the data in different ways to help manage our teams. They have the data within the sim and yet we get the
same spread sheet that fans can get about their favourite hockey player. They are still in a huge need for a Data Scientist to help
them display their data better.

There is no quick graphs of how a player is playing over time, you just have to remember numbers. Make a change and see if it
has any effects? Remember number that as the season progresses change less (as the data gets lost in the sample size).
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